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I’ve had my share of unproductive
writing years as I juggled three
children’s schedules, a day job

(writing), and life’s responsibilities
as a single parent. 

I can’t pretend I found the magic
formula for creating more time in

a day or ensuring that the story
comes out onto the page fully

formed, but I can offer you a few
steps toward making a

commitment to your writing. 

If finding time to write seems
impossible, or you’re not ready to
put pen to paper or open a blank

digital document, choose an
option that feels like the nudge

you need to move forward at your
own pace. 

Try one or two ideas from the list
and see what happens. You might

find yourself writing a book. 

You’re here because no matter how little time you have in a day,
you can’t seem to shake the notion that it’s time to start the book

you’ve always wanted to write.
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If you want to write a historical romance, for example, read
every novel you can lay your hands on in the genre. Good
books, bad books, and everything in between; read them
all. If you’re a writer, you must also learn to be a reader, and
absorb the lessons books can teach you about your genre.
No better place to start your book than in the pages of a
book. Even someone with almost no time can find time to
read a few pages before bed or in the early morning before
the kids wake up or during a lunch break.

Writing is a commitment and a book is a really big
commitment. Daunting, even. The first step in any big
project is to set a small goal, and then take one step
toward your goal every single day. Try something from this
list or create a goal of your own. Small steps don’t have to
take up a lot of time and eventually they amount to one
complete goal.

Start small.

Read books in the
genre of the book you

want to write.

1.

2.
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Any exercise program begins with playing with the idea,
observing others practice, and collecting the tools you
need to make your own practice a priority. Writing practice
is an exercise and tools are a great beginning. Your
preferred tools might be a box of your favourite pens and
an exceptionally beautiful notebook, or the Scrivener app
where you’ll input all of those fantastic ideas you’ve
collected on note cards or in notes or audio files.

Whether your method is carrying a pen and a few 3 x 5
index cards everywhere you go, or by using the Notes or
the Voice Memos apps on your phone, find a way to
capture as many of the ideas in your brain as you can.
Every notecard or notes file will contain a separate snippet
of dialog, memory, description, or a subject or idea for
more research. And don’t forget to keep writing materials
near the shower, because as we all know …

Purchase or find 
some writing tools.

3.

4.

Capture and record
ideas daily for your
book.
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If you find you can’t commit to notecards yet, find a few
minutes each day to devote to the ideas swimming
around in your head. Most of us spend at least 10 – 15
minutes every day in the shower, behind the wheel of a
car, or on a walk in the neighborhood. Is that time you
could commit to working on your book ideas? At first, you
might not feel compelled to write down what you’re
thinking, but keep a recording tool handy. You’ll be
surprised what comes up.

There has never been a better time to take advantage of all
of the flexible online courses available to writers and
would-be writers. Start by finding a local writing
organisation in your region; most have email lists where
calls to register for workshops pop up all the time.
Organisations such as Gotham Writers and Clarion West
Writer’s Workshop offer online writing classes on genre or
craft and often for writers who have only begun to play
with the idea of writing. Some workshops might be a few
hours or a single afternoon, others span a few weeks or a
couple of weekends. Find one that fits your schedule and
be inspired.

Set aside 10 – 15 minutes
every single day to
think about your book.

Take a writing workshop.
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Writers write, but writing also takes practice. If you’re
committed to finding out whether you really want to write
that book, time or no time, you’re going to have to start
somewhere. Try scheduling a daily writing practice session
on your calendar. You might set a page count or a time
limit for your sessions. Keep your commitment
manageable so you know you’ll stick to it. One paragraph
or 10 minutes a day is a completely reasonable goal to
start. If you’re not ready to work on your book idea, use
writing prompts to structure your daily session time.

If you’re determined to write a book, but you can’t seem to
make writing a priority, maybe it’s time to find out why. Do
some personal exploration with a psychologist, a
hypnotherapist, a spiritual advisor, a coach, or a good friend
who is also a great listener. Is writing important to you? We
tend to make time for what is important to us. Don’t use
valuable time to endlessly spin on the fact that you’re not
writing; explore what’s holding you back.

Start a writing 
practice.

Do some work on you.
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If lack of time is the true reason you don’t write, finding a
kindred spirit who also has no time could be the answer.
Support and accountability for a solitary practice like
writing can be critical for finding the time to write your
book. Do you know someone at work or in your
community who also wants to write a book? Schedule 15
minutes together online each day with a writing prompt,
or try an hour each week to silently write together or
check in with each other about your writing goals for the
week.

When you have no time and life is very full, sometimes it
makes sense to set aside the dream for a while to take
stock. But if now is the time and you’ve waited long
enough to tell your story, or if you’re feeling overwhelmed
and want the company of other writers or storytellers on
the writing journey, My Next Chapter is a Facebook group
designed to offer tools, resources, guidance, and insight to
anyone whose next chapter is writing the story you’ve
always wanted to share.

Find an accountability
partner.

If now is the time, join
My Next Chapter.
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I hope you've found my book
inspiring.

You can contact me here

bookdoulaleslie@gmail.com

To the beginning of your
writing journey!
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